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Resources:
• Website: www.jewishadventist.org 
A must website. To subscribe to our newsletter. To download some resources (Hebrew Sabbath School, 
and other documents). To order the book “Comfort, Comfort my people…” and many other things.
• Shalom Adventure Magazine online: www.ShalomAdventure.com 
If you would like to read articles, watch videos, learn things about Judaism and Israel, this website is just 
for you.
• Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/WJAFC: If you would like to share with people, this 
forum on facebook is a good place for that.
• Photos on Google+: https://get.google.com/albumarchive/1131446298409925652
91?source=pwa We have posted a lot of pictures on Internet during the last years. Don’t hesitate to 
look at them.
• Adventist Mission Website: http://wjafc.globalmissioncenters.org/ This website is the 
new resource provided by the Office of Adventist Mission of the General Conference of the Seventh-day 
Adventists.
• Russian Website: http://www.boruh.info/ This website is in Russian, many articles and the 
parasha are posted on it every week.

Professional Urban 
Development:
The WJAFC provides:

- Professional Urban 
training for Jewish 
Ministry

- Teaching for 
theological students

- Help to plant new 
congregations.

- Support for Adventist-
Jewish dialogue with 
scholars and rabbis
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We pray 
every week 
for the Jewish 
Friendship 
Ministry. I 
suggest our 
partners to pray 
from March 
26 to April 
1 for Hubert 
Pauletta and 
Peggy Ponse 
translators of 
our newsletter 
in Dutch. Let’s 
remember 
that we are 
still looking for 
volunteers to 
translate this 
newsletter in 
Spanish.  Let’s  
pray for these 
topics.
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News
Euro-Asia Jewish 
Adventist Advisory
v On Sunday 5th and Monday 6th of March, the 
Euro Asia Division held her Jewish Adventist Adviso-
ry. This meeting was chaired by Alexander Vaschinin, 
director of the Jewish Adventist ministry for that Di-
vision with the presence of Dimitri luvkob, Adventist 
Mission Division for the Euro Asia Division.
It was a very interesting meeting to get more informa-
tion about the Jewish Adventist ministry in Ukraine, 
in Russia, in Bielorussia. Jews are living in other coun-
tries of that Division, but our ministry is not yet orga-
nized in these countries. In addition to the delegates 
from these countries we had the pleasure to have with 
us Alexander Bolotnikov, who is the Director of the 
NAD Shalom Learning Center, and was in Ukraine 
to record some videos for the Russian speaking Hope 
Channel Television. Right after the meetings of 
Monday 6th of March, we went to the site of Babiy 
Yar (where 33,000 Jews were murdered by the Nazi 
and their partner in crimes) to make a Hope channel 
TV program.

Concert in Buenos Aires
v We are very happy to learn that the Beth 
Bnei Tzion in Buenos Aires, Argentina orga-
nized a concert on Shabbat 18th of March 
with a famous musician, Alejandro Somo-
novich. We remember that when David Bar-
zola was the Rabbi/pastor of this congrega-
tion, they organized many events, almost 
every Shabbat, and now the new leaders are 
also going that way, that is very good, because 
it is one of the best way to guest visitors and 
to increase our attendance.



Pukidey

The Book of Shemot 
concludes with this 
Parasha. After fin-

ishing all the different parts, 
vessels and garments used in 
the Mishkan, Moshe gives 
a complete accounting and 
enumeration of all the con-
tributions and of the various 
clothing and vessels which 
had been fashioned. Bnei 
Yisrael bring everything to 
Moshe. 
He inspects the handiwork 
and notes that everything 
was made according to G-d’s 
specifications. 
Moshe blesses the people. 
G-d speaks to Moshe and 
tells him that the Mishkan 
should be set up on the 
first day of the first month, 
(Nissan). He also tells 
Moshe the order of assembly 
for the Mishkan and its ves-
sels. Moshe does everything 
in the prescribed manner. 
When the Mishkan is 
finally complete with every 
vessel in its place, a cloud 
descends upon it, indicating 
that G-d’s glory was rest-
ing there. Whenever the 
cloud moved away from 
the Mishkan, Bnei Yisrael 
would follow it. At night the 
cloud was replaced by a pil-
lar of fire.

A Special 
Gathering

The Torah States, 
“Moses assembled all 
the congregation of 

the people of Israel (Exodus 
35:1–2). Very often, year after 
year, the parashot Vayak’hel 
and Pekudei are read to-
gether on the same week. 
The word Vayak’hel come 
from the Hebrew verb, ka-
hal (gather) which gives also 
the word of our gathering or 
assembly Kehilah (congrega-
tion), Vayak’hel means “And 
you shall gather.” The Jew-
ish tradition has understood 
this gathering as a will of 
G-d and Moshe to point out 
the necessity of unification 
of the people of Israel, even 
though they were divided in 
12 tribes,  they are united all 
together to listen to the rec-
ommendation and Mitzvoth 
G-d wants to give them.  We 
mustn’t forget that the world 
of 3500 years ago was not 
united as today, there were a 
lot of tribal wars and conflict 
between cities, thus the unity 
of the tribes of Israel, in a di-
vided world had be a strong 
testimony.  On another hand, 
Pekudei, by contrast, means 
“counting,” and highlights 

Parasha for  
this Week

Vayak'hel, Pukidey
yéd…wqVp-lEhVqÅ¥yÅw 

Exodus 35:1-40:38
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Parasha Overview:
Vayak’hel 

Moshe Rabbeinu 
exhorts Bnei 
Yisrael (children 

of Israel) to keep Shabbat, 
and requests donations for 
the materials for making the 
Mishkan. 
He collects gold, silver, pre-
cious stones, skins and yarn, 
as well as incense and olive 
oil for the menorah and for 
anointing. 
The princes of each tribe 
bring the precious stones for 
the Kohen Gadol’s breast-
plate and ephod. 
G-d appoints Betzalel 
and Oholiav as the master 
craftsmen. 
Bnei Yisrael contribute so 
much that Moshe begins to 
refuse donations. 
Special curtains with 
two different covers were 
designed for the Mishkan’s 
roof and door. 
Gold-covered boards in sil-
ver bases were connected, 
forming the Mishkan’s 
walls. 
Betzalel made the Holy 
Ark (which contained the 
Tablets) from wood covered 
with gold. 
On the Ark’s cover were two 
figures facing each other. 
The menorah and the table 
with the showbreads were 
also of gold. 
Two altars were made: a 
small incense altar of wood 
overlaid with gold, and a 
larger altar for sacrifices 
made of wood covered with 
copper. 

how every person possesses its 
own unique importance. For 
everyone who has been created 
in the image of G-d was given 
a unique potential to serve G-d. 
Both, the community and the 
individual are valued by G-d.

Blessings of 
the Shabbat

The Torah continues 
saying “and [Moses] 
said to them, “These 

are the things that the L-rd 
has commanded you to do. 
Six days, work shall be done, 
but on the seventh day you 
shall have a Sabbath of sol-
emn rest, holy to the L-rd.” 
(Exodus 35:1–2)

The Jewish tradition has 
very much insisted on the 
“brakhot” blessings, for keep-
ing the Sabbath properly, 
and it is interesting to notice 
that in this verses the expres-
sion for the work “done” is in 
the passive form “work shall 
be done” — instead of using 
an active form “You shall do 
work.” Hashem gives His 
brachot (blessings) upon the 
work done during the week, 
and the success experienced 
is much more than antici-
pated and disproportionate 
to the efforts. Maybe here is 

the secret of the Jewish suc-
cess in their work, The Torah 
implies that if during the six 
days of the week the work is 
done properly, and the Shab-
bat is kept, then this work 
“done” during the week will 
be blessed too, not only the 
man or lady who keep the 
Shabbat. 

Kindling Fire

It is interesting that this text 
of the parasha, after speaking 
about the work done during 

the week, mentions only the work 
of fire as prohibited in our house 
on Shabbat. “You shall kindle no 
fire in all your dwelling places on 
the Sabbath day.” (Exodus 35:3), 
the Jewish people has seen two 
application to this prohibition. 
First, a literal prohibition of us-
ing fire on Shabbat, and to help 
the Jews to fulfill this command-
ments they have extended this 
prohibition to everything which 
could be connected to fire, as 
starting an engine, or using elec-
tricity, but secondly they have also 
seen this prohibition as a symbolic 
warning about “fire in relation-
ship” be careful not to kindle the 
“fire of dispute.” Shabbat is a day 
of peace, Shalom, that is why 
Rabbi Moshe Bogomilsky has 
noticed that the three Hebrew 
words Eish Becall Moshbotechem 

“fire in all your dwelling” finish 
by the letters Shin, Lamed and 
Mem which are the three letters 
which form the word Shalom 
in Hebrew. This concern about 
peace was also the concern of 
Yeshua when he said, “You have 
heard that it was said to those of 
old, ‘You shall not murder; and 
whoever murders will be liable 
to judgment’.” (Matthew 5:21), 
Yeshua was a Jew, thinking in 
a Jewish way, that is why he 
wanted to help his followers not 
to break this law, that is why he 
extended it saying: “But I say to 
you that everyone who is angry 
with his brother will be liable to 
judgment; whoever insults his 
brother will be liable to the San-
hedrin; and whoever says, ‘You 
fool!’ will be liable to the hell of 
fire.” (Matthew 5:22) What a 
strong word from Yeshua, in fact 
if you kindle a fire of dispute, be-
ing angry with your brother, or 
insulting him, you will receive 
the consequence of this fire you 
have kindled.

Fire and Hot Meal

The Torah states: “You 
shall kindle no fire 
in all your dwelling 

places on the Sabbath day.”” 
(Exodus 35:3). The Jewish 
people eat a traditional meal 
on Shabbat which is hot, even 

though they don’t kindle fire 
on Shabbat. The name of 
this meal is called cholent by 
the Ashkenazic people, and 
Dafina or Shrena in Ara-
bic by the Sephardic from 
North Africa. The word “cho-
lent” should come from the 
French expression “Chaud” 
and “lent” which means “hot” 
“slowly.” The words dafina and 
Shrena come from the Arabic 
words “ad-dafina” (braised or 
steamed) because centuries 
ago Jews steamed this meal in 
a hole on the ground. And the 
Arabic word “Shrone” means 
“hot”. The specificity of these 
meals is that they need a long 
time to be cooked, about 10 to 
12 hours. How did they come 
to cooking these meals? In the 
time of Yeshua the main two 
Jewish groups where the Tze-
dokim (Sadducees) and the Pe-
rushim (Pharisees). One of the 
great difference between them 
was that the Tzedokim where 
attached to the temple and the 
written Torah, they did not 
want to accept the oral To-
rah, the Pharisees traditions 
or interpretations, that is why 
they practiced literally this 
commandment “You shall not 
kindle fire Are in any of your 
dwellings on the Sabbath day” 
(Exodus 35:3), and lived the 

He placed the golden altar in the 
Communion Tent in front of the 
cloth partition. Then he burned 
perfume incense on it. [It was all 
done] as G-d had commanded 

Moses. (Exodus 40:26,27)

Shabbat day in the dark and ate 
cold food. While the Pharisees 
tried to find some solutions to 
live the Shabbat without kin-
dling fire on Shabbat. Thus 
they said it is allowed to kindle 
fire before the Shabbat and to 
use it to make our food which 
prepared on the sixth day, hot. 
The Jewish tradition, and the 
modern Jewish people have 
followed the recommenda-
tions of the Pharisees that it is 
allowed to use a fire which has 
been kindled before the Shab-
bat. Thus today they use some 
electric plate, that they plug in 
on the socket on Friday eve-
ning, just before lighting the 
candles. They put the Cholent 
or Dafina on this plate, this 
meal is cooking slowly and is 
ready on Shabbat noon, they 
can eat hot when they come 
back from the synagogue with-
out kindling any fire on Shab-
bat. It is interesting to notice 
that in the Shulchan Arukh 
( a book which explains the 
practical way of fulfilling the 
commandments of G-d) it is 
written that Jews should eat hot 
meal on Shabbat, it is an obli-
gation (Orach Chaim 257:8), 
and it is stated that if one does 
not observe this custom should 
be investigated for suspicious of 
being heretic.



Haftarah Overview
1 Kings 7:13- 8:21 

In parasha Vayak’hel  
G-d asks Israel to 
continue to build the 

sanctuary, Moses choose 
Betzalel for all artistic work 
because he was skilled. 
“Then Moses said to the 
Israelites: See, the L-rd has 
called by name Betzalel son 
of Uri son of Hur, of the 
tribe of Judah;  he has filled 
him with divine spirit, 
with skill, intelligence, and 
knowledge in every kind of 
craft, to devise artistic de-
signs, to work in gold, sil-
ver, and bronze…  ” (Exo-
dus 35:30-3). 

About four hundred 
years later, Solomon choose 
in the Haftara Hiram from 
Tyre for artistic work be-
cause he was a skilled man:    
“King Solomon sent for 
Hiram and brought him 
down from Tyre. He was 
the son of a widow of the 
tribe of Naphtali, and his 
father had been a Tyrian, 
a coppersmith. He was en-
dowed with skill, ability, 
and talent for executing all 
work in bronze. He came 
to King Solomon and exe-
cuted all his work.” (1Kings 
7:13-14) 

All the text of the para-
sha is about Betzalel and 
how he made all the beau-
tiful furniture of the sanc-
tuary.

The great lesson of this 
haftara is that when we 
want to do or to build 
something for the L-rd we 
have to do our best, to se-
lect the best material for the 
L-rd. 

Before dying, David gave 
to Solomon all instruction 

about the temple and com-
manded his son to build 
the House of the L-rd. He 
prepared everything and 
gave a lot of treasure for 
that house. Solomon fol-
lowed the instruction given 
by David and when every-
thing was finished he put 
all the treasure David gave 
him in the temple. “When 
all the work that King Solo-
mon had done in the House 
of the L-rd was completed, 
Solomon brought in the sa-
cred donations of his father 
David — the silver, the gold, 
and the vessels — and de-
posited them in the treasury 
of the House of the L-rd” 
(1Kings 7:51). Doing this 
donation, David followed 
the command of Moses who 
said to Israel to make dona-
tion for the sanctuary. What 
a great lesson for each one of 
us, Most of the time when 
the L-rd ask from us offer-
ing and donations for his 
work, we keep the best part 
for us and give only our sur-
plus to the L-rd.

Holyness of 
the Shabbat

There are two places 
where the Torah 
lists the Ten Com-

mandments in Parshat Yitro 
(Exodus 18:1-20:23) and in 
Parshat Vaetchanan (Deu-
teronomy 3:23-7:11). 

In Parshat Yitro, the Torah 
says, “Remember the Shab-
bat day to make it holy...” 
(Exodus 20:8) whereas in 
Parshat Va’etchanan, it says, 
“Guard (Keep) the Shabbat 
day to keep it holy...” (Deu-
teronomy 5:13) The Midrash 
(Yalkut Shimoni, Yitro 295) 
explains, “Remember’ it be-
forehand, and ‘Guard it’ af-
terwards...” —meaning that 
Shabbat is so special and 
important that we should 
begin it early and finish late. 
We find the same idea in 
this week’s Parasha. “But the 
seventh day shall be holy for 
you, a day of complete rest 
for G-d...” (Exodus 35:2) In 
this verse, the word “holy”, 
kodesh, precedes the word 
Shabbat; however in Parshat 
Beshalach (Exodus 16:23) in 
a virtually identical expres-
sion, the word Shabbat pre-
cedes kodesh. In other words, 
in our Parasha the Torah 
says the word kodesh should 
come before the word Shab-
bat — the holiness of Shab-
bat should begin early, 
whereas in Parashat Beshal-
ach the kodesh comes after 
the Shabbat, meaning that 

In our parasha the Shabbat 
has a great importance. 
The parasha starts with 

the Shabbat: “Moses assem-
bled all the congregation of 
the people of Israel and said 
to them, ‘These are the things 
that the L-rd has commanded 
you to do. Six days work shall 
be done, but on the seventh 
day you shall have a Sabbath 
of solemn rest, holy to the 
L-rd. Whoever does any work 
on it shall be put to death. You 
shall kindle no fire in all your 
dwelling places on the Sab-
bath day’.” (Exodus 35:1–3) 
G-d is speaking, saying that 
the rest of Shabbat is very 
important for a constructive 
and positive relationship with 
G-d. He has introduced the 
Shabbat in the middle of the 
description of the Sanctuary 
to say to his people that even 
a holy work, such as the build-
ing of the Sanctuary does, 
not supersede the Shabbat. 
The Shabbat is more impor-
tant because its origin is from 
Eden, the Shabbat was given 
to humanity even before sin 
entered the world. The first 
mention of Shabbat is in Gen-
esis “Thus the heavens and the 
earth were finished, and all 
the host of them. And on the 
seventh day G-d finished his 
work that he had done, and he 
rested on the seventh day from 
all his work that he had done. 
So G-d blessed the seventh 
day and made it holy, because 
on it G-d rested from all his 
work that he had done in cre-
ation.” (2:1–3).

Most Jews, especially from 
the orthodox movement, 
think that the Shabbat is not 
for everyone, but only for the 
Jewish people. On the other 
hands, Christians have super-

seded the Shabbat by Sunday 
(the day of the Sun), but we 
have no text and no evidence 
in the Brith Hachadasha (Ap-
ostolic Writings), that Sunday 
should replace Shabbat. 

Let’s remember that the first 
disciples of Yeshua were Jews. 
Like Jesus, they were faith-
ful to the Torah. That  is why 
Rabbi Shaul, confirmed the 
Shabbat in his letter to the 
Hebrews. He wants to invite 
us to be more obedient than 
the Jewish people in the desert 
“For we have come to share in 
Mashiach, if indeed we hold 
our original confidence firm 
to the end. As it is said, ‘Today, 
if you hear his voice, do not 
harden your hearts as in the 
rebellion.’” (Hebrews 3:14–
15). Their specific disobedi-
ence was about the Shabbat 
that is why we are invited to 
enter in the rest (Shabbat) of 
G-d “Therefore, while the 
promise of entering his rest 
still stands, let us fear lest any 
of you should seem not have 
failed to reach it.” (Hebrews 
4:1). And to be sure that we 
understand, he said “For he 
has somewhere spoken of the 
seventh day in this way: ‘And 
G-d rested on the seventh day 
from all his works.’” (Hebrews 
4:4). The seventh-day (Satur-
day) is the real day of rest. The 
seventh-day of the creation, 
G-d stopped his creative work 
to give an example to human-
ity. Rabbi Shaul confirms the 
Shabbat for those who believe 
that Yeshua is the Mashiach 
“again he appoints a certain 
day, ‘Today,’” (Hebrews 4:7). 
He is clear in the following 
verses “So then, there remains 
a Sabbath rest for the people of 
G-d, for whoever has entered 
G-d’s rest has also rested from 

his works as G-d did from 
his. Let us therefore strive 
to enter that rest, so that no 
one may fall by the same sort 
of disobedience.” (Hebrews 
4:9–11). Some people refer to 
the resurrection of Yeshua on 
Sunday to say that Sunday has 
replaced Shabbat, but that is 
a non-sense, because in fact 
the resurrection of Yeshua on 
Sunday proves the Shabbat. If 
Yeshua would have said that 
Shabbat is not important to-
day, he would have not rested 
in the tomb on Shabbat. We 
remember that Yeshua was 
crucified on Friday afternoon, 
and right after his death Shab-
bat started, thus, as his father 
did, he rested on Shabbat, 
waited in the tomb all the day 
of Shabbat, and worked for his 
resurrection on Sunday, right 
after Shabbat. That is why 
Yeshua on another occasion 
affirmed that he is the L-rd 
of the Shabbat, and Shabbat 
has been made for men, that 
means for our good and hap-
piness, if really we believe that 
Yeshua is the Messiah and the 
L-rd, we should enter into the 
Shabbat every seventh-day in 
order to honor G-d, as the 
creator of the universe and as 
our Savior. because G-d is our 
creator and our savior, there 
is no one else “I am the L-rd, 
and besides me there is no sav-
ior. I declared and saved and 
proclaimed, when there was 
no strange G-d among you; 
and you are my witnesses,” 
declares the L-rd, “and I am 
G-d.” (Isaiah 43:11–12) Are 
we ready to demonstrate our 
obedience and love to G-d by 
entering into the rest of G-d, 
resting on the true Shabbat 
which is on Saturday, not on 
Sunday.

Apostolic Writings — Hebrews 4:1–12
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we should extend our Shabbat 
well into Saturday night.

Offerings for 
the Sanctuary

The Torah tells us 
about the merit of 
the women who con-

tributed to the construction 
of the Mishkan.  Moshe lists 
the materials needed for the 
Mishkan and its contents.  
He encourages the people 
to come forward and donate 
them.  The people didn’t hesi-
tate and immediately brought 
their contributions, as the To-
rah tells us, “And every one 
whose heart stirred him up, 
and every one whom his spirit 
made willing brought their 
offering for the construction 
of the Mishkan, for all its 
service and for the holy gar-
ments.” (Exodus 35:21). Both 
men and women contributed 
for the construction of the 
Mishkan, however, the To-
rah adds, “And the men came 
with the women.” According 
to our sages, this implies that 
the women gave faster than 
the men. The generosity of 
the Jewish people toward the 
building of the Mishkan was 
so great that they gave much 
more than was needed.  As 
a result, Moshe announced, 
“No man or woman shall 
make any more work for the 
offering of the sanctuary.”  
The Torah tells us that after 
this announcement, “the peo-
ple restrained from bringing.” 

The building of the Mishkan 
came after G-d forgave the 
Jewish people for the sin of 
the Golden Calf.  By contrib-
uting so quickly and diligent-
ly for the construction of the 
Mishkan, they proved their 
loyalty to G-d.

 Moses Blessed 
the Sanctuary 

The Torah states, “When 
Moses saw that they had 
done all the work just as 

the L-rd had commanded, he 
blessed them (Exodus 39:43). 
It is interesting to know what 
blessings Moses pronounced 
when the sanctuary was set 
up in front of the people of Is-
rael. According to the Jewish 
tradition the blessings Moses 
pronounced was the Psalm 90 
where it is written: “A Prayer of 
Moses, the man of G-d. L-rd, 
you have been our dwelling 
place in all generations.” (1) and 
according this same tradition 
the blessing was the very last 
verse which says “Let the favor 
of the L-rd our G-d be upon us, 
and prosper for us the work of 
our hands—O prosper the work 
of our hands! (17). We have to 
remember that the Rabbis at-
tribute eleven psalms to Moses, 
not only the Psalm 90. They said 
that Moses has written from 
Psalm 90 to 100. When we look 
at these psalms we see that there 
is no presentation of the writer 
between Psalm 90, which is at-
tributed to Moses and Psalm 
101 which is a Psalm of David.

G-d’s cloud would then remain on the 
Tabernacle by day, and fire was in it 

by night. This was visible to the entire 
family of Israel, in all their travels. 

(Exodus 40:38)



Inspirational 
Corner

vIt would be helpful 
for the youth, and for 
parents and teachers as 
well, to study the les-
son of co-operation as 
taught in the Scriptures. 
Among its many il-
lustrations notice the 
building of the taberna-
cle,—that object lesson 
of character building,—
in which the whole 
people united, “everyone 
whose heart stirred him 
up, and everyone whom 
his spirit made willing.” 
Exodus 35:21. Read 
how the wall of Jerusa-
lem was rebuilt by the 
returned captives, in the 
midst of poverty, dif-
ficulty, and danger, the 
great task successfully 
accomplished because 
“the people had a mind 
to work.” Nehemiah 
4:6. Consider the part 
acted by the disciples 
in the Saviour’s miracle 
for the feeding of the 
multitude. The food 
multiplied in the hands 
of Messiah, but the dis-
ciples received the loaves 
and gave to the waiting 
throng. (Ed 286)    

Inspirational 
Corner

v For the con-
struction of the 
wilderness tabernacle, 
chosen men were 
endowed by G-d 
with special skill. 
“The L-rd hath called 
by name Bezaleel ..., 
of the tribe of Judah; 
and He hath filled 
him with the Spirit 
of G-d, in wisdom, 
in understanding, 
and in knowledge, 
and in all manner of 
workmanship ... to 
work all manner of 
work, of the engraver, 
and of the cunning 
workman, and of the 
embroiderer, ... and of 
the weaver ... . Beza-
leel and Aholiab, and 
every wise-hearted 
man, in whom the 
L-rd put wisdom 
and understanding.” 
Exodus 35:30 to 
36:1. Heavenly intel-
ligences cooperated 
with the workmen 
whom G-d Himself 
had chosen. (SS 32) 

Who is the 
Greater

The Talmud tells us that, 
“Greater is the one who in-
fluences others to give than 

the one who gives.” A rabbi came 
to a wealthy businessman and asked 
him to contribute a large sum for a 
Yeshiva.  The rich man replied, “I 
need to think about this. Come 
back tomorrow.”

When the rabbi came the next 
day the check was already prepared.  
“I have decided to contribute the 
amount you asked.  However, I 
want you to explain the words of 
the Talmud, ‘Greater is the one 
who influences others to give than 
the one who gives.’  How is it 
possible that here I’m contributing 
such a large sum, yet, according 
to the Talmud, your deed can be 
greater than mine?”

The rabbi replied: “There is no 
question that your mitzvah and 
its reward is great.  However, 
the courage and, at times, the 
embarrassment one experiences 
when collecting for charity can 
make it more difficult than giving.”

Giving and Rewards

The following story is 
found in the Jerusalem 
Talmud: Rabbi Eliezer 

was very charitable. Once when 
Rabbi Eliezer was not home 
some poor people came and were 
fed and left.

When Rabbi Eliezer returned 
he was told that the poor people 
ate and, before leaving, they 
blessed him.  Rabbi Eliezer said, 
“In this case, there is not much 
reward for me for this mitzvah.”  

On another occasion, Rabbi 
Eliezer was told that some poor 
people said derogatory things 
about him after they ate.  “In this 

case,” said Rabbi Eliezer, “the 
reward for the mitzvah is great!.” 

Faith and Trust  

A father had two sons.  
One was clever while 
the other was foolish. 

The foolish son thought that 
he was the smartest person 
on earth and that everyone 
else was foolish.  One day, the 
father said to the smart son, 
“Take your brother to the big 
city and show him around. 
Perhaps he will realize that he 
does not know everything.”

They came to the big city and 
passed by a store that made 
furniture. The silly brother 
said, “Look how people are 
taking good and expensive 
wood, piercing holes through 
them and cutting them into 
pieces!  I told you everyone was 
foolish!”  The brother didn’t 
say anything but continued 
on. They came to another store 
that made clothing and again 
the foolish one exclaimed, 
“Look! Here, too, the people 
are taking beautiful pieces of 
cloth and cutting them up!”

“Wait here a while,” 
answered the intelligent 
brother, “and you will see 
who is the fool.”  Before long, 
they saw that the cut pieces 
were sewn together and, in 
time, beautiful garments were 
produced.  “Now lets go back 
to the furniture store.”  There 
too, they saw that carpenters 
were using the pieces of wood 
to create beautiful furniture.  
“Now I see,” said the silly son.  
“Perhaps it is I who is the fool 
and not everyone else!”

The fact that we know 
that everything is from G-d, 
regardless of the uncertainty 

and confusion the world is 
going through, should give us 
good reason to have faith and 
trust in G-d that, in the end, 
things will turn out for the best.  

How to Pray?

A Chasid once came 
to the Tzadik Rabbi 
Mendel of Kotsk 

and poured out his heart to 
the Rebbe about his inability 
to make a decent living. The 
Chasid asked the Rebbe for 
his blessings.  “Pray to G-d 
and He will give you your 
livelihood in abundance!” in-
structed the Rebbe.

“But Rebbe,” replied the 
Chassid, “I don’t know how 
to pray!”

“In that case you have a 
much bigger problem! You 
would be better off asking 
for a blessing to know how to 
pray!”

Do We Want 
To Do It?

A driver whose wagon 
got stuck in the mud 
asked the Baal Shem 

Tov for help.  The Baal Shem 
Tov told him that, as much 
as he would like to help, he 
lacked the physical strength 
required.  But the wagon 
driver replied, “You can help, 
but you don’t want to!”  

Afterwards, the Baal Shem 
Tov told his students that 
this was an important lesson 
to him in the service of G-d.  
“G-d gives us the ability to 
achieve whatever we have to 
accomplish.  If we think that 
a task seems impossible, it is 
only because we do not really 
want to do it!”

StorieS and traditionS
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“From the blue and purple and scarlet yarns they made finely woven garments, for minister-
ing in the Holy Place. They made the holy garments for Aaron, as the L-rd had commanded 
Moses. He made the ephod of gold, blue and purple and scarlet yarns, and fine twined linen. 
And they hammered out gold leaf, and he cut it into threads to work into the blue and purple 
and the scarlet yarns, and into the fine twined linen, in skilled design. They made for the ephod 
attaching shoulder pieces, joined to it at its two edges. And the skillfully woven band on it was 
of one piece with it and made like it, of gold, blue and purple and scarlet yarns, and fine twined 
linen, as the L-rd had commanded Moses.” (Exodus 39:1–5)

Exodus 35:1-40:38


